
The Cracking Sky 

There’s a flash of light from the direction of the Capital, as if the sky 

itself is straining. Thunder rolls over the land, rattling your bones even 

from this distance. You see demons, thousands of them, descending from 

the tortured sky upon the helpless city… 

 

Adventure Background and Synopsis 

The Capital is a powerful city - rich, mighty and influential. Unknown to many, it is also the site of a 

Nexus. The boundaries between planes are weakest there.  

The demon cultist Amtalyd knows this. Over the years he has patiently built up his strength, 

accumulating artefacts and assembling an army of loyal fanatics. He knows of an ancient ritual that, 

when conducted in the Capital’s highest tower, will open up the gates of Hell. His army besieging the 

city is nothing but a distraction. Even his summoned demon horde is merely a taste of the horrors 

that will soon befall the land… 

The adventurers fight their way through the besieging army. From there it is a tense race through 

the streets as desperate citizens flee and brave soldiers die against the demon hordes. Once they 

reach the tower, it is a fight to defeat Amtalyd and stop his ritual… 

 

The Adventure 

Part A - The Siege 

As the adventurer’s approach the battered Capital, they (or a military advisor) notice the besieging 

army’s five main divisions: 

 The Rolling Fists - heavily armoured soldiers trained to draw enemy fire and smash through 

defences, 

 Lightning’s Shadow - mobile soldiers trained to strike hard and fast against vulnerable 

positions, 

 Razor Wind - archers and spellcasters who excel at damaging and confusing foes from a 

distance, 

 Blood Tongues - providers of communications, healing, strategy and other support to the 

front line, 

 Crushers - heavy damage siege warfare unit. 

The adventurers can only reach the Capital by passing through one of these units. Each is too 

powerful to fight directly, though clever and ambitious adventurers could cripple these forces.  

Regardless of which unit they choose to face, each is in a makeshift camp of a similar design: 



 Scouts patrol the boundary. As they are at war, these scouts are alert and motivated. 

 The camp itself consists of ~40 soldiers, plus a commander. There are too many to fight 

directly and sneaking through will be tricky, as the soldiers have trained together and are on 

alert for enemies. 

 Each unit is led by a commander. These commanders tend to enforce discipline and loyalty 

through brutality and oppression. 

While the layout is similar, the forces at each camp vary: 

 Rolling Fists - tough units like trolls; expendable minions; healers/necromancers, 

 Lightning’s Shadow - mounted archers; stealthy assassins; flying creatures, 

 Razor Wind - warmages; archers; geomancers, 

 Blood Tongues - healers; teleporters; creatures with auras/buffs, 

 Crushers - giants; dragons. 

Sneaking through is difficult, yet taking on the whole unit is even harder. Adventurers could opt for 

causing distractions, isolating and ambushing enemies, assassinating the commander, issuing fake 

orders, leading them into a nearby kobold den… Encourage creative solutions, but don’t let the 

adventurer’s off too easily. They are walking through a battlefield, after all. 

Part B - The Capital in Flames 

Amtalyd’s ritual is nearing completion and time is of the essence. The adventurers find mounts near 

the city (in the chaos, there’s bound to be a horse or two for them to “borrow”). They have to race 

through the city as it burns around them. 

This is a very different sort of battle - lots of minor skirmishes fought on the run - and so it uses a 

fresh set of rules. Most enemies are bypassed at speed. Combatants get off, at most, one shot each. 

As the adventurers travel further into the city, the carnage and danger increases. 

That last point is captured in the Distance modifier. Starting off at 0, it increases over time to 

simulate progress through the city. As it increases, the encounters change since the adventurers are 

closer to the heart of the ritual. 

Each round, the gamemaster: 

 Runs an Encounter using the appropriate Distance modifier (remember, these encounters 

are more hit-and-run than stand-and-fight), 

 Adds a blocked intersection from the Intersection and Blockage tables, 

 Decides whether to increase the Distance modifier. If the adventurers are moving slowly or 

in circles, they gamemaster might add more encounters. 

For example, let’s say the Distance modifier is currently 1. The adventurers pass through a collapsed 

building where blood is splattered on the rubble (random encounter table). The gamemaster rolls a 

3 on 1d8, meaning the adventurers encounter a T-intersection where the right turn is blocked 

(intersection table). They then roll a 7 on 1d10, which when added to the Distance modifier gives a 

result of 8 (the right turn is blocked by an abandoned barricade). 



 

Encounters: 

Distance Modifier Encounter Minimum number of 
Encounters before Distance 
modifier increases: 

0 Part of the city wall has crumbled. Wagons block 
the hole as people try to flee. 
Soldiers tending to the wounded. 

1 

1 They travel through a ruined building. Blood 
soaks the stones. 
Ambush! A thug tries to steal their mounts. 
Families tending to their wounded. 
A wall collapses towards the adventurers. 
Town guards firing shots at looters, with the 
adventurers caught in the crossfire. 
A pack of terrified dogs lash out at their mounts. 

5 

2 Ambush! Defecting soldiers try to steal their 
mounts. 
The ground cracks beneath their feet. 
An overturned fruit cart smoulders next to the 
road. 
Wolves trained by the town guard chase the 
adventurers. 

4 

3 A bubble of chaotic magic rips through the air. 
A demon hurls a ball of fire onto the road ahead. 
Soldiers firing shots at demons, with the 
adventurers caught in the crossfire. 
Imps feeding on a dead soldier. 

3 

4 A nearby building explodes. 
Ambush! Demons burst from beneath the road. 
Fire bird swarm. 

2 

5 Final encounter: Giant demon hurls a building at 
some nearby soldiers. 

1 

 

Intersection Generator: 

1d8 Intersection Type Blockage 

1 T intersection None 

2 T intersection Left 

3 T intersection Right 

4 + intersection Left 

5 + intersection Forward 

6 + intersection Right 

7 + intersection Left and Forward 

8 + intersection Right and Forward 

 

 



Blockage Generator: 

1d10 + Distance Modifier Blockage Description 

1 A spooked horse blocks the road. 

2 Some families are fleeing the city. 

3 Merchant wagons, abandoned, block the road. 

4 Survivors are picking through rubble. 

5 A tall building has collapsed onto the road. 

6 Through thick smoke, figures can be seen brawling. 

7 The ground cracks, sending a burst of stones and dust into the air. 

8 A town guard barricade lies bloodied and abandoned. 

9 Soldiers are organising a desperate evacuation of the area. 

10 Demons slaughtering huddled civilians. 

11 Soldiers and demons fighting; soldiers winning. 

12 Soldiers and demons fighting: demons winning. 

13 Powerful magic rips the air. Soldiers clutch their faces, screaming. 

14 Mage duelling with a dark wizard. Dark wizard wins. 

15+ Demon pops into existence. 

 

Part C - The Ritual 

The adventurers reach the tower and ascend to its viewing platform. There stands Amtalyd 

overseeing the ritual’s final stages: 

 

This map shows the rooftop, with four demons surrounding the Altar. On the left is Hell, with the 

planar boundary strength represented by the seven orbs. Your setting might have more planes - for 

example, D&D could have boundaries for Feywild, Shadowfell, the Astral Sea and the Elemental 

Chaos. 



The ritual is weakening the boundaries between the Material World and Hell. Two demons spend 

their full turns conducting the ritual, which alters the planar boundaries by 1 each (ie, they move one 

of the seven orbs to another boundary). The other demons attack/push anyone who interferes. The 

demons have low hitpoints and defences, especially those distracted by the ritual - they should be 

killed by one or two decent shots. 

Adventurers, if adjacent to the ritual altar, can spend their turn to perform a suitable knowledge 

check. On a success they can change the planar boundaries anyway they like - they can reverse the 

ritual’s affects or enterprising adventurer’s may weaken a different boundary to summon allies (eg, 

angels). 

Amtalyd is a powerful spellcaster. On his turn as a free action, he summons demons to replace those 

who died. He also has a range of abilities that change as the battle progresses (specifically, Amtalyd 

follows the Boss Monster rules laid out by the Angry GM): 

 Full Health to 2/3 Health - Demon Cultist. Deals heavy damage to single targets. 

 2/3 Health to 1/3 Health - Hellfire Mage. Disrupts and damages groups of targets. 

 1/3 Health to 0 Health - Demon-form Mage. Mobile, tough, damages groups of targets. 

Reference: http://theangrygm.com/the-dd-boss-fight-part-2/ 

Epilogue 

The adventurers have two goals - stop the ritual and kill Amtalyd. Stopping the ritual while Amtalyd 

lives is difficult, as he can keep summoning demons. However, the adventurers could seize the area 

around the Altar or collapse the boundary to a more favourable plane. In this case, Amtalyd flees. If 

Amtalyd is killed, the demons attempt to finish the ritual regardless. 

If Amtalyd defeats the adventurers, he is less interested in finishing them off and more concerned 

with completing the ritual. In which case the adventurers might wake up to find themselves 

prisoners in a land conquered by demons. If Amtalyd dies but the ritual succeeds, the kingdom 

succumbs to a demon army without leaders or purpose. Either way, the adventurers (if they survive) 

will have their work cut out for them… 
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